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I believe that giving planning to build this absolute eyesore in a small coastal village is just outrageous.
Not to mention what will actually be coming out of the chimney stack and polluting the air and
surrounding wildlife. Then to top it all off there will be increased lorry traffic on roads that are already
extremely busy and too small for large vehicles! - The proposed site will be far too close to existing
residential buildings and it will be even closer the to proposed 1500 homes on Ford airfield. Surely the
neighbourhood plan should take priority over an incinerator? - The extra vehicles on the road would
just be unsustainable. The traffic at Ford crossing is already out of control with it taking on average
half an hour to get across during peak times and is only getting worse with more homes being built
this side of the crossing. Also the main access route would be through Arundel which is also at capacity
in terms of the road systems as there has been little progress on the Arundel Bypass. - The scale of
the building is just outrageous considering Yapton and Ford are such small villages, we are already
plagued with the stench and noise coming from TJ Waste, H D White, the water treatment plant and
the Rudford industrial estates. This site along with a concrete crusher in the works feels like somebody
is out to destroy Yapton and Ford. There must be a better site further away from residential properties
for these places to be built? Ruining our coastal villages does not seem like a good plan to encourage
people to live in the area.
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